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Serves as an excellent foundation platform for teaching important thinking Joel knocked it from
the park on this one!As a clinician (LSW) who works with ASD youth, one of the greatest issues is
helping them conceptualize that it is not all about them, their wants, needs, interests and
desires. There exists a peculiarity within their brains that it seems simply doesn't connect like us
so-called typically developed human beings. Takes complex concepts and applies them for
actually my even more significant learners to comprehend. This reserve has three stuff that work
very well: 1 - Its really attractive/compelling, the pictures certainly are a HIT. 2 - The teaching is
definitely graphical and basic, they get it w/o a lot of talk talk talk-ing. 3 - And its conceived in a
fashion that they simply GET, it complements the way these kids procedure and think.Joel has
learned his stuff. I take advantage of this book over and over. Makes small talk and finding
common passions with people concrete and clear to see. Autism Spectrum Disorder Super
effective way to instruct students with ASD about conversations and being interested in
someone else's interests..? ---- also I highly recommend Joel's book "Our Brains Are Like
Computer systems!" Now that says everything whenever using this population!" I use it all
enough time." moments. Great Resource for Sociable Communication Intervention I really like
Joel's creative method of wearing down abstract concepts into more concrete, understandable
equipment.I wish we're able to get access to digital copies.If I could only have one sociable skills
book for a youngster on the spectrum, this would be it. Absolutely well worth its higher price.
Pairs perfectly with The Conversation Train, another publication by Shaul. Exciting for kids both
on rather than on the spectrum, making it a great choice for reading in a mixed group. In fact (no
lie) they say to me, "Oh, do you provide The Green Zone publication today! The suggestions of
zones and levels motivate the reader to pay attention closely to others and to try to envision
what thoughts others are having, Includes plenty of practice pages. Fantastic for Pragmatic
Speech Great book!! This book was a hit with 8-yr old This book was a hit with my 8-yr old
nephew. I love how it dovetails with therefore many other curricula out generally there! I
recommend this publication! As a therapist doing a lot of social communication intervention,
this book is a fantastic resource for me and my clients. It is very well organized, particularly the
coordination between the recommended activities and worksheets because they relate with
each chapter of the book. My nephew was really engaged in the actions in addition to our
reading of the publication collectively, and the worksheets helped broaden his perspective of
conversation and finding mutual interests. This is an excellent book and it really provided my
nephew many "ah ha!Well worth the money and both are well-crafted books! great reference for
teaching some conversation skills great book with awesome visuals to explain how to find a
common topic with a conversational partner. The book is quite well done and has several parts
to it - could be used again and again to teach students these conversational skills - I just wish it
came with a digital version as well therefore i could display it on the computer projector. My
students cherished it! It has been super ideal for teaching social skills with my kids on the
spectrum! It lays it out extremely clearly for them. My only (small) complaint is that it's very
difficult to create copies of the worksheets in the rear of the book.!.! Real Conversations Great
book with Great visual accompaniments. They want a bridge to observe that bigger piece. I
recommend A very user friendly resource. Mr. I just wish it was included with a CD of printable
worksheets that are in the back of the book. Great reserve for helping kids about the spectrum
speak to others Our speech therapist utilized this publication in a social skills class with my son,
who gets this language and is able to apply the metaphors to true to life. Shaul’s books and his
website (with helpful free resources for social and emotional advancement) are gifts to kids for
whom social interactions and conversation aren’t intuitive.! A must-buy for just about any



college psychologist or school-structured speech/language therapist. Five Stars It’s an excellent
tool to make use of with kids that struggle with conversation. Requires a CD of Printable
Worksheets Great publication for teaching conversation. The idea of the green area has helped
my boy figure out how to connect his interests with others’ in conversation.
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